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a b s t r a c t

Purpose: Syndromic surveillance is aimed at early detection of disease outbreaks. An impor-

tant data source for syndromic surveillance is free-text chief complaints (CCs), which may be

recorded in different languages. For automated syndromic surveillance, CCs must be clas-

sified into predefined syndromic categories to facilitate subsequent data aggregation and

analysis. Despite the fact that syndromic surveillance is largely an international effort, exist-

ing CC classification systems do not provide adequate support for processing CCs recorded

in non-English languages. This paper reports a multilingual CC classification effort, focusing

on CCs recorded in Chinese.

Methods: We propose a novel Chinese CC classification system leveraging a Chinese-English

translation module and an existing English CC classification approach. A set of 470 Chinese

key phrases was extracted from about one million Chinese CC records using statistical meth-

ods. Based on the extracted key phrases, the system translates Chinese text into English and

classifies the translated CCs to syndromic categories using an existing English CC classifi-

cation system.

Results: Compared to alternative approaches using a bilingual dictionary and a general-

purpose machine translation system, our approach performs significantly better in terms

of positive predictive value (PPV or precision), sensitivity (recall), specificity, and F measure

(the harmonic mean of PPV and sensitivity), based on a computational experiment using

real-world CC records.

Conclusions: Our design provides satisfactory performance in classifying Chinese CCs into
syndromic categories for public health surveillance. The overall design of our system also

points out a potentially fruitful direction for multilingual CC systems that need to handle

languages beyond English and Chinese.
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. Introduction

odern transportation shortens the time needed for a per-
on to travel from one side of the globe to the other. At the
ame time, it also shortens the time needed for a disease
o spread. A case in point is the severe acute respiratory
yndrome (SARS) episode which started in the Guangdong
rovince, China in November, 2002 and spread to Toronto, Van-
ouver, Ulaan Bator, Manila, Singapore, Hanoi, and Taiwan by
arch, 2003. The disease was finally brought under control

nd the whole episode ended in July, 2003. There were a total
f 8096 known cases, and about 35% were outside mainland
hina (cf. http://www.who.int/csr/sars/en/).

The SARS experience indicates that an effective plan for
nfectious disease detection and prevention, in which syn-
romic surveillance may play an important role, should be
onsidered on a global scale [1,2]. However, only a few coun-
ries have adopted formal syndromic surveillance systems.
he U.S. public health system has significant experience in
eveloping and adopting syndromic surveillance systems.
owever, leveraging such experience in international contexts

s proven to be difficult. Multilingual data present a major bar-
ier, as different languages are used by medical and public
ealth practitioners in different parts of the world. This is par-
icularly true for a major data source used by many syndromic
urveillance systems: emergency department (ED) triage free-
ext chief complaints (CCs).

ED triage free-text CCs are short free-text phrases entered
y triage practitioners describing reasons for patients’ ED
isits. ED CCs are a popular data source because of their time-
iness and availability [3–6]. However, medical practitioners
n other countries do not always use English when recording
atients’ CCs [7]. As a result, existing CC classification systems
esigned for English CCs cannot be directly applied in these
ountries as an important component of the overall syndromic
urveillance strategy.

For automatic syndromic surveillance, free-text CC records
eed to be classified into predefined syndromic categories.
his paper reports a study examining the importance of Chi-
ese CCs as a data source for syndromic surveillance and aims
o develop a Chinese CC syndromic classification approach.
his research was motivated to answer the following research
uestions:

(a) How useful Chinese CCs are for syndromic surveillance
and

b) Whether an effective cross-lingual approach can be
developed leveraging existing English CC classification
methods.

CCs from EDs in Taiwan were collected and analyzed in our
esearch. Medical practitioners in Taiwan are trained to record
Cs in English. However, it is a common practice to record
Cs in both Chinese and English. Furthermore, some hospitals
ecord CCs only in Chinese. We systematically investigated the

ole and validity of Chinese CCs in the syndromic surveillance
ontext. We then developed a system to classify Chinese CCs
ased on an automated mechanism to map Chinese CCs to
nglish CCs.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 provides the background for existing CC classification
and cross-lingual information retrieval methods. The next
section presents research opportunities and objectives of our
research. Section 4 describes our findings regarding the impor-
tance of Chinese CCs. Sections 5 and 6 discuss system design
of the Chinese CC classification system and experiments to
study system performance. Section 7 concludes our discus-
sion.

2. Research background

This section reviews existing CC classification research for
both English and non-English CCs. Cross-lingual information
retrieval and Chinese key phrase extraction and text segmen-
tation are also reviewed as it provides technical foundation for
this research.

2.1. English chief complaint classification methods

There are three main approaches for automated CC syndrome
classification: supervised learning, rule-based classification,
and ontology-enhanced classification. The supervised learn-
ing methods require CC records to be labeled with syndromes
before being used for model training. Naive Bayesian [8–10]
and Bayesian network [4] models are two examples of
the supervised learning methods studied. One prerequisite
of supervised learning methods is collecting a sufficient
amount of training records, which is usually costly and
time-consuming. Another major disadvantage of supervised
learning methods is the lack of flexibility. New syndromic def-
initions may be required by public health practitioners as new
events may indicate new surveillance focuses. However, it is
often difficult to produce new training data for new syndromic
definitions.

Rule-based classification methods do not require labeled
training data. Such methods typically have two stages.
In the first stage, CC records are cleaned up and trans-
formed to an intermediate representation called “symptom
groups” by either a symptom grouping table (SGT) lookup
or keyword matching. In the second stage, a set of rules
is used to map the intermediate symptom groups to
final syndromic categories. For instance, the EARS system
(http://www.bt.cdc.gov/surveillance/ears/) uses 42 rules for
such mappings.

A major advantage of rule-based classification methods is
their simplicity. The syndrome classification rules and inter-
mediate SGTs can be constructed using a top-down approach.
The “white box” nature of these methods makes system main-
tenance and fine-tuning easy for system designers and users.
In addition, these methods are flexible. Adding new syndromic
categories or changing syndromic definitions can be achieved
relatively easily by switching the inference rules. The SGTs can
typically be shared across hospitals.

A major problem with rule-based classification methods is

that they cannot handle symptoms that are not included in
the SGTs. For example, a rule-based system may have a SGT
containing the symptoms “abdominal pain” and “stomach
ache.” This system, however, will not be able to handle “epi-

http://www.who.int/csr/sars/en/
http://www.bt.cdc.gov/surveillance/ears/
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major difference between these two problems is that Chi-
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gastric pain” even though “epigastric pain” is closely related
to “abdominal pain.”

The BioPortal CC classifier [11,12] is designed to address this
vocabulary problem using an ontology-enhanced approach.
The semantic relations in the Unified Medical Language Sys-
tem (UMLS), a medical ontology, are used to increase the
performance of a rule-based chief complaint classification
system. At the core of this approach is the UMLS-based
weighted semantic similarity score (WSSS) grouping method
that is capable of automatically assigning symptoms previ-
ously un-encountered to appropriate symptom groups.

In most chief complaint classifier studies, the performance
of chief complaint classification methods is measured by sen-
sitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), F measure,
and F2 measure [4,5,8,13,14]. The F measure is a weighted
harmonic mean of PPV and sensitivity. In the context of
syndromic surveillance, sensitivity is often considered more
important than precision and specificity [4]. The F2 measure
gives sensitivity twice as much weight as precision and thus
can reflect this emphasis on sensitivity.

In our previous study dealing with English CC records, we
showed that the ontology-enhanced approach can achieve a
higher level of sensitivity, F measure, and F2 measure when
compared to a rule-based system that had the same symptom
grouping table and syndrome rules [11].

2.2. Non-English chief complaint classification
methods

Little research has focused on non-English CC classifications.
One straightforward extension is adding non-English key-
words into existing English CC classification systems. For
instance, this approach has been applied to process Spanish
CCs in EARS [15]. However, for other languages (such as Orien-
tal languages), it would be difficult to incorporate them in an
English-based system.

It is also possible to use International Classification of
Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD-9) codes
instead of free-text CCs to classify ED records. ICD-9 codes are
standardized, widely used, and can be more accurate than CCs
in terms of reflecting true patient illness. Wu et al. used ICD-
9 codes attached to ED records to classify Chinese CCs into
eight syndromic categories [16,17]. However, as ICD-9 codes
are primarily used for billing purposes, they are not always
informative for syndromic surveillance [18,19]. As such, free-
text CCs remain one of the most important data sources for
syndromic surveillance [20].

2.3. Major cross-lingual information retrieval
approaches

Existing English chief complaint classification methods can
be leveraged in a multilingual context by incorporating cross-
lingual information retrieval (CLIR) methods. Cross-lingual
information retrieval (CLIR) uses a query in one language to
retrieve documents in different languages [21]. Chinese CCs

can be treated as documents in the target language, and an
English CC classifier can be considered as a system perform-
ing query in English, the source language. There are two basic
strategies in CLIR. The first strategy is translating documents
i n f o r m a t i c s 7 8 ( 2 0 0 9 ) 308–320

in the target language to the source language (the language
of original query) and performs information retrieval in the
source language. The other strategy is translating queries in
the source language to the target language and performs infor-
mation retrieval in the target language [22].

Three major translation approaches are commonly used in
CLIR research: machine translation-based approach, corpus-
based approach, and dictionary-based approach. The machine
translation-based approach [23,24] uses existing machine
translation techniques to provide automatic text translation.
Machine translation packages can be integrated into existing
information systems. However, machine translation packages
are often hard to customize. Moreover, in the context of syn-
dromic surveillance, free-text CCs consist of mostly short
phrases or incomplete sentences, which lack the contextual
and grammatical structural necessary for machine transla-
tion.

The corpus-based approach [20,25–27] analyzes large docu-
ment collections (parallel or comparable corpora) to construct
a statistical translation model. It has the potential to trans-
late emerging terminologies. However, parallel corpuses are
usually very hard to obtain. Existing parallel multilingual cor-
puses are typically small and cover only a small numbers of
subjects.

Dictionary-based approach [28–30] uses bilingual dictionar-
ies to translate text. Bilingual dictionary are relatively easy to
obtain due to recent significant lexicon development efforts;
thus this method can often be implemented more easily. How-
ever, multiple definitions of a word may cause translation
ambiguity (i.e., word sense ambiguity). Moreover, commonly
seen medical and symptom-related terminologies are often
absent in the multilingual dictionary collection.

2.4. Chinese key phrase extraction and text
segmentation

Chinese sentences are written without word/phrase bound-
aries explicitly delimited. This creates significant problems for
Chinese-based information retrieval and text processing. For
example, the precision of an information retrieval system can
drop significantly if a query is not processed at the word level
[31]. As such, how to recognize words in written Chinese has
been an important research topic. Note that in Chinese, words
and phrases are used interchangeably as they refer to a com-
plete and standalone lexicon pattern that contains more than
one Chinese character and has independent meanings.

Chinese key phrase extraction and Chinese text segmenta-
tion are two related major research questions. Chinese key
phrase extraction studies the problem of extracting impor-
tant key phrases from a corpus. Chinese text segmentation,
on the other hand, focuses on the problem of separating
words in a given sentence. These two problems are not com-
pletely independent. A text segmentation system can benefit
from a good key phrase list and a key phrase extraction sys-
tem can benefit from good text segmentation results. The
nese key phrase extraction usually does not assume the
existence of a training dataset. However, it is common to for-
mulate Chinese text segmentation as a supervised learning
problem.
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.4.1. Chinese key phrase extraction
imilar to the task of constructing multi-word phrases in
nglish, one way to construct the key phrase list is by running
hrough a part-of-speech (POS) tagger and combining charac-
ers based on the tagging results. However, because of the lack
f word boundaries in Chinese, a Chinese POS tagger needs
o either have word segmented before POS tagging or perform
ord segmentation and POS tagging simultaneously [32]. Note

hat under the context of syndromic surveillance, there are
ew training corpora available to implement this approach.

Another popular Chinese key phrase extraction method
elies on statistical evidence that reflects collocations or co-
ccurrences among Chinese characters. Pointwise Mutual

nformation [33], a statistical metric used to measure the
trength of association between two adjacent characters, is
ften the basis for such research. The method was used to
xtract words with two characters [34] or more [35]. A recent
esearch used this approach to extract significant topics from
text collection of Chinese book and article titles [36].

An alternative approach that uses extended mutual infor-
ation to measure the strength of co-occurrence among

exicon pattern of two or more characters was proposed by
hien [37]. All lexicon patterns were checked with respect to

he extended mutual information measure and key phrases
ere extracted without length limitation. This approach often

equires more computing resources as a larger pattern candi-
ate space needs to be explored.

.4.2. Chinese text segmentation
xisting Chinese text segmentation methods can be broadly
lassified into two categories: dictionary-based and statistical-
ased methods. We briefly summarize these methods below.

Dictionary-based approach is the simplest approach to seg-
ent Chinese text [38,39]. When a large-enough collection

f phrases is available, this method can provide reasonable
erformance using straightforward implementation such as
aximum forward match or maximum backward match.
owever, dictionary-based method has an obvious problem
f identifying new words [40]. Thus if there is no suitable dic-
ionary for text collections from a particular field, this method
ould perform poorly.

Similar to the problem of Chinese key phrase extraction,
he collocation information such as n-gram can also be used to
erform text segmentation. The compression-based method
ses an adaptive language model originally designed for text
ompression and formulate the text segmentation problem
s a hidden Markov model to insert spaces between charac-
ers [31]. Specifically, the Prediction by Partial Matching (PPM)
ompression scheme [41] was studied. This approach learns n-
ram from a segmented training dataset. Given a sentence in
esting dataset, the segmentation with highest compression is
hosen. Experimental results showed good performance when
raining and testing dataset were from the same corpus. How-
ver, performance was significantly worse when training and
esting dataset were from different corpus.

One way to alleviate the problem of mismatched training

nd testing dataset is to make use of a large-enough corpus.
he web mining-based segmentation algorithm makes use of

he n-gram collected by submitting corresponding queries to
earch engines such as Google and Yahoo [42]. After adjusting
f o r m a t i c s 7 8 ( 2 0 0 9 ) 308–320 311

for the length of words, the combination of words with high-
est adjusted frequency are chosen as the segmentation result.
Experiments showed that this segmentation algorithm out-
performed existing state-of-art segmentation methods and
were robust to text collections from different geographical
areas [42].

3. Research opportunities and objectives

Our review of existing CC classification methods reveals
several research opportunities. First, little research has
investigated the role of non-English CCs in syndromic
surveillance systems. Second, current syndromic surveillance
research provides limited support for non-English CC process-
ing.

Based on these observations, our research is aimed
at: (a) gaining an empirical understanding of the impor-
tance of Chinese CCs in syndromic surveillance and
(b) developing a Chinese CC classification system which
leverages existing English-based CC classification research.
The objective of our research is to bridge the technical
gaps existing in the current multilingual CC classification
research and develop practical automatic syndromic clas-
sification approaches that can handle both English and
Chinese CCs. In Section 4, we summarize an empirical
study motivated to gain knowledge about the importance
of Chinese CC for syndromic surveillance. In Section 5,
a multilingual CC classification system is described in
detail.

4. An empirical study: The importance of
Chinese chief complaints

In our multilingual CC research, we conducted an empirical
study to investigate the prevalence and usefulness of Chi-
nese CCs in the syndromic surveillance context based on a
large dataset collected from a number of hospitals in Tai-
wan.

Our working definition of Chinese CCs is any CC records
containing Chinese characters. Specialized punctuation
marks, which belong to standard-compliant computerized
Chinese character sets, are also considered as Chinese charac-
ters. In order to validate Chinese CCs as an input to syndromic
surveillance systems, we developed a computer program to
calculate the prevalence of Chinese CCs and selected ran-
dom samples from our dataset for further analysis to better
understand their importance. This section reports on the data
collection effort, followed by a discussion of our experimental
design and findings.

4.1. The Chinese chief complaint dataset

The Chinese CC dataset used in our study consisted of 939,024
chief complaint records from 116 hospitals in Taiwan. About
2004 to January 26, 2005. We collected CCs from 10 medical
centers, 39 regional hospitals, and 67 district hospitals. The
collection covered about 60% of hospitals that had emergency
departments in Taiwan.
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Table 1 – Chinese chief complaint prevalence in Taiwan
hospitals

# Records # Hospitals % Chinese CCs

Medical Center 222,893 10 52%
Regional Hospital 484,123 39 16%
312 i n t e r n a t i o n a l j o u r n a l o f m e d

4.2. Data analysis design

Manual evaluation of the nearly one million records in our
Chinese CC dataset would be impractical. Our experimental
investigation followed a two-step design. In the first step, a
computer program was designed to distinguish whether a CC
record contained Chinese characters. The prevalence of Chi-
nese CCs was then calculated from the output of the program.

Since the focus of this study was to understand the impor-
tance of Chinese CCs for syndromic surveillance, in the second
step we focused on the hospitals that had more than 10% of
CC records containing Chinese characters. For each hospital
meeting this threshold, a random sample of 30 Chinese CC
records was drawn for manual review. In total, 20 hospitals
met this condition and were reviewed. The 600 records from
these 20 hospitals were then merged in a random order.

A coder read through all 600 records and classified the
Chinese text in the records into four major categories:
symptom-related, name entity, Chinese punctuation, and
others. Two examples for the CC records belonging to
the first “symptom-related” category were “
; (verbatim transla-
tion: abdominal pain began this morning; eyes swollen after
taking medication, shortness of breath, palpitations)” and
“ (verbatim translation: diarrhea started yester-
day).” From time to time, triage nurses might find that it was
hard and inconvenient to translate names of places, people,
restaurants, among others, and as a result, keep them in
Chinese while still describing symptoms in English. For exam-
ple, in the CC record “Diarrhea SINCE THIS MORNING. Group
poisoning. Having dinner at restaurant,” the restau-
rant name was kept in Chinese while everything else was
in English. This set of CC records was classified as “name
entity.” The third category, Chinese punctuation, consisted of
CCs with English phrases and Chinese punctuation marks. For
example, the record “FEVER SINCE YESTERDAY, COUGH FOR
3–4 DAYS-THROAT INJECTED, LUNG:BS CLEAR” consisted of
English expressions only. However, the nurse used the comma
symbol available from the Chinese character set “,” instead of
the comma symbol “,” commonly used in English sentences.
The sentence might appear just like a normal English sentence
in some systems (depending on the font used and language
setting of the operation system). However, the underlying
encoding was very different. The Chinese comma symbol took
two bytes to store while the standard comma symbol took one
byte only. This might be caused by the default input language
setting of the workstations used by some hospitals. Finally,
CCs that do not belong to any of these three categories were
coded as others.

4.3. Empirical findings

Table 1 summarizes the prevalence of Chinese CCs. The over-
all prevalence of Chinese CCs in the entire Taiwan CC dataset
is about 25%. Among the three types of hospitals covered
by this dataset, medical centers have the highest prevalence

rate of 52%, followed by district hospitals (19%), and regional
hospitals (16%). The hospital with the highest prevalence at
the medical center level is the MK Hospital (anonymized),
which has 100% of its CC records in Chinese. The hospital
District Hospital 232,008 67 19%

Total 939,024 116 25%

with the second highest prevalence is the TDUMC Hospital
(anonymized) with a prevalence of 18%.

It should be noted that the prevalence of Chinese CCs
varies from zero to one hundred percent in our sample. In
fact, 58% of hospitals have prevalence lower than 10%; 30%
of hospitals are between 10% and 90%; and 12% of hospitals
are higher than 90%. Strong between-hospital variation sug-
gests that factors unique to each hospital may have strong
influence on Chinese CC prevalence. Assuming Chinese CCs
appear evenly across hospitals in different regions is thus not
reasonable. Discarding Chinese CCs from further processing
may potentially bias subsequent disease outbreak detection
ability.

Table 2 summarizes the results of the analysis performed in
the second step of our study. Twenty hospitals have Chinese
CC prevalence higher than 10%. The second row of Table 2
reports the percentages of each of the four target categories,
averaged across all 20 hospitals. The third row reports simi-
lar percentages averaged across all hospitals but weighted by
the total number of Chinese CCs from each hospital. These
results demonstrate that more than half (53.8%) of the Chi-
nese CC records contain symptom-related information. About
14.63% of Chinese CCs are related to Chinese punctuations.
Only about 7.36% of Chinese CCs are related to Chinese name
entities.

5. A Chinese chief complaint classification
approach

The empirical study reported above indicates the importance
of Chinese CCs as a data source for syndromic surveillance.
This section reports our work on designing and evaluating a
CC classification system that can process both Chinese and
English CCs.

It is possible to develop a Chinese CC classification
approach from scratch. However, there are significant lan-
guage processing issues and few comprehensive medical
ontologies in languages other than English. Existing Chi-
nese medical terminologies are only related to translations
of medicine and disease names, none are designed for
syndromic surveillance. Since there are many effective CC
classification methods already developed for English CCs,
we chose to leverage these methods. The language dif-
ference can be bridged by cross-lingual text processing
techniques.

There are two major challenges hindering our effort to

process Chinese CCs. The first is the lack of a Chinese key
phrases list containing common medical phrases appearing
in Chinese CCs. The second is the lack of a Chinese-English
translation mechanism for important medical phrases rel-
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Table 2 – Categories of Chinese chief complaints

Category Symptom-related Name entity Chinese punctuation Other

Simple average* 40.79% 13.97% 20.32% 24.92%
Weighted average** 53.80% 7.36% 14.63% 14.63%
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∗ Equally weighed for all hospitals.
∗∗ Weighed by the number of Chinese CC records at each hospital.

vant to syndromic surveillance. Although some related
eneral discussions and technical solutions have been dis-
ussed in the field of cross-lingual information retrieval, to
he best of our knowledge, there are no readily available
olutions that can be directly applied to process Chinese
Cs.

Motivated to address these two challenges, we have
esigned a two-step method that consists of (a) statisti-
al Chinese key phrase extraction based on the concept of
utual information and (b) symptom phrase translation. After

ranslating Chinese CCs to English, the BioPortal CC classi-
cation system, which was developed in our prior research
or English CCs [11], is then used to process translated CCs.
n this section, we first discuss the techniques used to pro-
ess Chinese CCs in order to translate them into English. The
ollowing subsections then present the detailed procedure
hat is used to classify Chinese CCs into syndrome cate-
ories.

.1. Chinese chief complaint preprocessing

he goal of Chinese CC preprocessing is to translate Chinese
Cs gathered from the field in such a way that the exist-

ng, well-tested English CC classifier can be reused. The set
f all Chinese CCs (939,024 records in total) was processed
sing a statistical pattern extraction method based on the con-
ept of mutual information to construct a key phrase list for
yndromic surveillance. This key phrase list was then used
o perform Chinese word segmentation and Chinese-English
ranslation.

Note that translating Chinese CCs to English is different
rom typical translation tasks. The Chinese expressions in
Cs are in most cases short phrases as opposed to complete
entences. Moreover, not every word or phrase is informa-
ive for syndromic surveillance purposes. As a result, the
oal of Chinese CC preprocessing is not to provide verba-
im translation of Chinese expressions in CC records. Instead,
nly information that is useful and relevant to syndromic
urveillance should be extracted from the original Chinese
Cs.

.1.1. Statistical Chinese key phrase extraction using
xtended mutual information
ollowing the method proposed by Chien [37], we define the
xtended Mutual Information (EMI) of a phrase [11,37,43] as:
MI = f (c)
f (a) + f (b) − f (c)

(1)

here f(c) represents the frequency of the pattern c; c = c1, c2,
. ., cn is the pattern of interest (e.g., ; vomiting and
diarrhea); a = c1, c2, . . ., cn−1 and b = c2, c3, . . ., cn are longest left
and right subpatterns of c, i.e., a = “ ” (a partial word
without meaning) and b = “ ” (a partial word without
meaning). Based on this measure, EMI will be substantially
higher than other random patterns if c is by itself a phrase and
its subpatterns a and b appear in the text only because of c.
For instance, c = “ ” may appear in the text 9 times. Its
subpatterns a = “ ” and b = “ ” appear in the text
only because they are the subpatterns of c. In this case, we
have EMI = 9/(9 + 9−9) = 1. Intuitively, stronger co-occurrence
indicates a higher chance of being a meaningful phrase. A EMI
score of 1 indicates that c should be considered as a complete
phrase.

Searching the whole candidate pattern space requires con-
siderable computing power. Fortunately, each Chinese CC
record can be treated as a separate document and punctua-
tion marks such as comma and period can be used to further
divide the text string. The maximum length of lexicon patterns
is thus greatly reduced. As suggested by previous research
[37,43], we construct a PAT tree [44] from divided text strings
and stored the frequency of the semi-infinite strings in corre-
sponding nodes. The PAT tree then could be used to provide an
efficient structure of computation. Given a lexicon pattern, the
frequency of its subpatterns could be easily retrieved by walk-
ing up and down the tree. The EMI measure was calculated
solely from the information stored in the PAT tree. Lexicon
patterns with EMI higher than a pre-specified threshold were
considered as the candidate terms in the Chinese key phrase
list.

5.1.2. Key phrase list construction and translation
To construct a high quality key phrase list, we used a low
threshold to filter the output from the EMI method and man-
ually reviewed 2533 candidate phrases. All candidate phrases
contained at least two Chinese characters. These candidates
were sorted in ascending order by phrase length (number
of Chinese characters). One of the authors went through
the candidates and removed them if (a) the candidate was
not a meaningful phrase or (b) the candidate did not con-
tain information relevant to syndromic surveillance or (c) the
meaning of the candidate can be caught by the combination
of shorter phrases that had been included. Table 3 provides a
few examples of candidate phrases that were reviewed during
the process. It took us about 4 h to extract four hundred and
fifteen symptom-related key phrases from the 2533 candidate
phrases.
We expanded the key phrase list using a general-
purpose Chinese-English dictionary of about 220,000 entries
(http://www.mandarintools.com/cedict.html). For each candi-
date Chinese phrase from the Chinese-English dictionary, we

http://www.mandarintools.com/cedict.html
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Table 3 – Intermediate results of Chinese key phrase list construction

Candidate Included (Yes/No) Comment

(suicide) Yes
(face) Yes
(partial phrase, no meaning) No Not a phrase
(neighbor) No Unimportant information
(treatment) Yes

(trauma) Yes
(partial phrase, no meaning) No Not a phrase

es
o

(bitten by a dog) Y
(partial word, no meaning) N

included it in our key phrase list if it appeared in our Chi-
nese CC dataset for more than 5 times. Fifty-five additional
key phrases were identified. The final symptom key phrase
list contains 470 Chinese key phrases.

Three physicians in Taiwan were recruited to translate the
extracted Chinese key phrases into English. We provided the

physicians with a file listing the Chinese key phrases together
with example CCs which contained these phrases. We then
reviewed the translations from these physicians to make sure
that translations are consistent.

Fig. 1 – Chinese chief complaint extraction classification process
reproduced from Lu et al. [11].
Not a phrase

5.2. A system design for Chinese chief complaint
processing

Fig. 1 depicts the design of our Chinese CC classification
system. Our Chinese CC classification system follows six
major stages. Stages 0.1–0.3 separate Chinese and English text

strings in CCs, perform word segmentation for Chinese text
strings, and map symptom-related phrases to English. At the
end of Stage 0.3, CC records are in English. In the following
three stages (Stages 1–3), the BioPortal CC classifier is invoked

. *The system design of BioPortal CC Classifier is
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11]. The terms are mapped into concepts in the UMLS ontol-
gy in Stage 1. Related concepts are then gathered and put into
ymptom groups in Stage 2. In Stage 3, a set of rules are used to
ap symptom groups to the final syndrome categories. Below
e discuss each of these steps in detail.

.2.1. Stage 0.1: Separating Chinese and English
xpressions
tage 0.1 separates Chinese from English text strings. Since
he BioPortal CC classifier can process English CCs, any
xisting English text strings are kept. The positions of the
hinese and English strings are also marked for future refer-
nce. For example, the chief complaint record “Dyspnea, SOB

” is first divided into two
arts: “Dyspnea, SOB,” which will skip subsequent Chinese
C preprocessing steps; and “

” which will be sent to Stage 0.2 for word segmentation.

.2.2. Stage 0.2: Chinese expression segmentation
n this stage, Chinese expressions are segmented using the
hinese symptom key phrase list discussed in the previ-
us section. The longest possible phrases in the phrase

ist are used for segmentation. For example, the Chinese
C “ (verbatim translation: jaw laceration
aused by a car)” is a combination of the following phrases:

(c car),” “ (cause),” “ (jaw),” and “ (lac-
ration).” They are concatenated without any punctuation
arks and thus require segmentation before further process-

ng. Using the key phrase list constructed earlier, the original
hinese CC is segmented as: “[ ]–[ ]–[ ]–[ ]

verbatim translation: [a car]–[cause]–[jaw]–[laceration]).” Each
ext string in square brackets is a phrase segmented from
he original text. The verbatim translations in square brack-
ts are the meanings of Chinese phrases segmented from the
riginal text string. Although the combination of individual
hrase translation does not constitute a complete sentence
ith a correct grammatical structure, they do carry valuable

nformation about the syndrome associated with the CC.
Note that since our key phrase list is relative small, many

roper nouns are not included. As a result, segmentation
esults may not be accurate if proper nouns are involved.
or example, the Chinese CC “ (verbatim
ranslation: left hand bitten by a Chihuahua)” is segmented
s: “[ ]–[ ]–[ ]–[ ]–[ ]–[ ]–[ ] (verbatim trans-
ation: [left]–[hand]–[by]–[auspicious]–[baby]–[baby]–[bite]).” In
his case, the phrase “ (Chihuahua)” is not correctly
egmented. The phrase is segmented as three individual Chi-
ese characters because Chihuahua is not included in the key
hrase list. This error, nevertheless, does not prevent us from
ecognizing the syndrome-related information from the inac-
urately segmented result.

.2.3. Stage 0.3: Chinese phrase translation
he segmented phrases generated from the previous step are
sed in Chinese-English symptom mapping. Phrases not rec-
gnized are omitted. For example, the segmented Chinese

xpression “[ ]–[ ]–[ ], [ ]–[ ]–[ ]–[ ]–[ ],

]” is mapped to the following English expressions:
[N/A]–[N/A]–[fighting], [N/A]–[N/A]–[N/A]–[head injury]–[N/A],
epistaxis].” “N/A” indicates the term is unavailable in the map-
f o r m a t i c s 7 8 ( 2 0 0 9 ) 308–320 315

ping table. The final translated result thus is “fighting, head
injury, epistaxis.”

Note that the translation in this stage only depends on
the 470 key phrases extracted using Extended Mutual Infor-
mation. Compared to the number of commonly used Chinese
characters (about 6000; see for example [42]), this key phrase
list is fairly small. As shown in Section 6, this key phrase-
based translation approach led to good overall syndromic
classification performance. This positive finding has practical
implications in syndromic surveillance. First, it indicates that
triage nurses usually use a relatively small, well-defined set of
phases to describe symptoms. Second, it is practical and effi-
cient to develop a standardized vocabulary which can further
facilitate the processing, aggregation, and analysis of Chinese
CCs.

5.2.4. Stages 1–3: English-based chief complaint
classification
After substituting the Chinese text strings with the translated
English strings in the CCs, we proceed to use the BioPortal
CC classifier. There are three major Stages in the BioPortal CC
classifier: CC standardization, symptom grouping, and syn-
drome classification. In Stage 1, the acronyms, truncations
and abbreviations are expanded using synonym lists and the
SPECIALIST lexicon tool developed by the National Library of
Medicine (NLM). CCs are divided into symptoms and mapped
to standard Unified Medical Language System (UMLS, also
developed by NLM) concepts using the Emergency Medical
Text Processor (EMT-P) [45,46]. Strings not recognized by EMT-
P are mapped to the closest UMLS concept using edit distance
string matching.

In Stage 2, standardized symptoms are grouped together
using a symptom grouping table. Symptoms that cannot be
found in the existing symptom grouping table but are closely
related to known symptom groups according to the UMLS
ontology are grouped using the weighted semantic similarity
score (WSSS) method. The UMLS contains about 2.5 million
English terms and their semantic relations. By exploring the
relations in the UMLS, known symptoms can be expanded to
cover unseen symptoms.

Finally, in Stage 3, a rule engine (implemented in JESS,
http://herzberg.ca.sandia.gov/jess/) uses a rule-set based on
the Early Aberration Reporting System (EARS, developed by
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention) symptom map-
ping rules to map symptom groups to syndromic categories.
In the context of chief complaint classification, the rule-based
method requires less training data and is flexible in incorpo-
rating new syndromic categories. For details of the BioPortal
CC classifier, readers are referred to Lu et al. [11].

6. An evaluation study

This section reports an evaluation study. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no publicly available CC classification
system for Asian languages. Therefore, there is no existing

system that can be directly used as a benchmark in our eval-
uation study. Instead of conducting a system-level evaluation
study, we compare the core component of our Chinese CC pre-
processing approach against other Chinese-English mapping

http://herzberg.ca.sandia.gov/jess/
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methods (i.e., bilingual dictionary translation and machine
translation methods) [24,28] in terms of the final syndromic
classification performance. In addition to assessing the effi-
cacy of our approach, this comparative study can provide
insights about the unique characteristics of the multilingual
CC classification problem and provide directions for future
improvements.

In this section, we first summarize the syndrome defini-
tions and the gold standard dataset used in this study. The
translation methods used as benchmarks are described next.
Finally, the empirical findings are presented with examples
that illustrate the difference between these translation meth-
ods.

6.1. Syndromic definitions and the gold standard

We used eight syndrome categories chosen by five local col-
laborating physicians: constitutional, gastrointestinal, rash,
respiratory, upper respiratory, lower respiratory, fever, and
other. “Other” was a miscellaneous category for CCs that did
not fit into any of the rest syndromes. One chief complaint
could be assigned to more than one syndrome. For exam-
ple, if the upper respiratory or lower respiratory was assigned,
the respiratory syndrome automatically applied as well. These
categories were similar to those reported in previous studies
[4,11,47].

To the best of our knowledge, there is no publicly available
dataset with labeled Chinese CCs. Therefore gold standard for
system evaluation had to be constructed for this study. The
gold standard dataset was a random sample of 1884 CC records
from the MK Hospital in Taiwan. Three experts including two
physicians and one nurse in Taiwan were given the syndrome
definitions and the set of 1884 testing CCs. They were asked
to assign CCs to syndromes independently. After collecting
the assignments from the experts, a majority rule was used
to determine the final syndrome assignments of each CC. On
average, one CC was assigned to 1.44 syndromes. According
to the final gold standard, gastrointestinal syndrome had the
highest prevalence of 31.28%. About 20% of CCs contained
fever syndrome. The prevalence of constitutional and respi-
ratory syndromes is about 15%.

Kappa statistic was calculated to determine the assign-
ment agreement among the three experts. The overall
agreement was good (kappa = 0.83). All syndromic categories
had kappa higher than 0.85 except for the constitutional
syndrome, which had kappa of 0.56. Only syndromes with
excellent agreement (kappa higher than 0.75) were used in the
evaluation study ([48], p. 218).

6.2. Performance benchmarks: Bilingual dictionary
and Google translation

Several alternative approaches could provide Chinese-
English translations. Translations using a bilingual dic-
tionary provided a simple and reasonable performance
baseline. For terms with more than one translation in

the bilingual dictionary, the first translation was used.
A popular and publicly available Chinese-English dic-
tionary was used to provide translations in this set-
ting (http://www.mandarintools.com/cedict.html). There are
i n f o r m a t i c s 7 8 ( 2 0 0 9 ) 308–320

about 220,000 entries in the collection. This setting is referred
to as Bilingual Dictionary translation.

Machine translation is often more sophisticated. We
adopted the machine translation method as another
benchmark for our evaluation. We used Google Language
Tools to provide the translations (http://www.google.com/
language tools?hl=EN). According to a recent machine trans-
lation evaluation study conducted by the National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST) in 2006, the machine
translation system developed by Google was one of the
best systems among 46 participants for Chinese-English
translation [49]. As such, the web-accessible Google machine
translation system provided an excellent professional bench-
mark. After collecting translations from Google Language
Tools, the same BioPortal CC classifier was used to provide
syndrome classification results. This setting is referred to as
Google Translation in the subsequent section.

For our approach, we used an extended mutual informa-
tion measure to construct a key phrase list for Chinese-English
mapping. Our approach is referred to as Mutual Information-
based Mapping (MIM).

6.3. Performance comparison

In our study, system performance was measured using widely
used metrics, including sensitivity (recall), specificity, posi-
tive predictive value (PPV or precision), F measure, and F2
measure [4,5,8,13,14]. The performance of all methods under
consideration was measured using the same gold standard.
McNemar’s test [50,51] could be applied for accuracy and sensi-
tivity comparison. However, McNemar’s test could not be used
to compare PPV, F measure, and F2 measure. Standard paired
and independent comparisons were not applicable in this sit-
uation as their assumptions did not hold. We thus applied a
bootstrapping method to calculate the confidence intervals
of the performance differences for all measures so that the
experimental results could be interpreted in terms of formal
hypothesis testing [11].

6.4. Experimental results

6.4.1. Performance results
Performance comparison results between MIM and Google
Translation can be found in Table 4. The second column of
Table 4 lists the positive cases in each syndromic category. The
third through the 7th columns list the performance in terms
of PPV, sensitivity, specificity, F measure, and F2 measure. In
most syndromic categories, the MIM method generates PPV,
sensitivity, specificity, F measure and F2 measure higher than
0.9. Rash syndrome has the worst performance with F mea-
sure of 0.82. The fever syndrome has the best performance
with F measure of 0.97.

Compared to Google Translation, the MIM method has
significantly higher PPV, sensitivity, and specificity in most
syndromic categories. Given the significant differences in PPV
and sensitivity, it is not surprising to find that the MIM method

has significantly higher F measure and F2 measure than those
of the Google Translation, as these two measures are the func-
tions of PPV and sensitivity. It is interesting to note that MIM
has significantly higher F measure and F2 measure in all syn-

http://www.mandarintools.com/cedict.html
http://www.google.com/language_tools?hl=EN
http://www.google.com/language_tools?hl=EN
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Table 4 – Performance comparison for MIM and Google Translation

Syndrome TP + FN PPV Sensitivity Specificity F F2

Mutual Information-based Mapping (MIM)
GI 592 0.97*** 0.97*** 0.98*** 0.97*** 0.97***

RASH 45 0.87** 0.77 0.99** 0.82*** 0.80***

RESP 331 0.89*** 0.96*** 0.97** 0.93*** 0.94***

URESP 132 0.86*** 0.91** 0.98*** 0.88*** 0.89***

LRESP 272 0.93 0.98*** 0.98 0.95*** 0.96***

FEVER 413 0.99** 0.96 0.99** 0.97 0.97

Google Translation
GI 592 0.91 0.90 0.96 0.91 0.91
RASH 45 0.76 0.73 0.99 0.75 0.74
RESP 331 0.84 0.83 0.96 0.83 0.83
URESP 132 0.70 0.83 0.97 0.76 0.78
LRESP 272 0.96** 0.80 0.99*** 0.87 0.84
FEVER 413 0.98 0.96 0.99 0.97 0.97

Statistical test is based on 3000 bootstrappings. *p-value <0.1; **p-value <0.05; ***p-value <0.01.

Table 5 – Performance comparison for MIM and Bilingual Dictionary

Syndrome TP + FN PPV Sensitivity Specificity F F2

Mutual Information-based Mapping (MIM)
GI 592 0.97*** 0.97*** 0.98*** 0.97*** 0.97***

RASH 45 0.87*** 0.77 0.99*** 0.82*** 0.80***

RESP 331 0.89 0.96*** 0.97 0.93*** 0.94***

URESP 132 0.86*** 0.91*** 0.98* 0.88*** 0.89***

LRESP 272 0.93 0.98*** 0.98 0.95** 0.96***

FEVER 413 0.99 0.96*** 0.99 0.97 0.97

Bilingual Dictionary
GI 592 0.36 0.36 0.70 0.36 0.36
RASH 45 0.54 0.77 0.98 0.64 0.68
RESP 331 0.88 0.79 0.97 0.83 0.82
URESP 132 0.43 0.16 0.98 0.24 0.20
LRESP 272 0.95** 0.90 0.99** 0.93 0.92
FEVER 413 NA 0.00 1.00** NA NA

Statistical test is based on 3000 bootstrappings.
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∗ p-value <0.1.
∗∗ p-value <0.05.
∗∗∗p-value <0.01.

romic categories except the fever syndrome. MIM and Google
ranslation have almost the same performance for the fever
yndrome. A review of translation results in this syndromic
ategory shows that one keyword (“fever”) can cover more than
0% of all true positive cases. As a result, providing good trans-
ation for this category is relatively easier than that of other

ategories. Overall the experimental results indicate that the
IM method provides better syndrome classification perfor-
ance comparing to processing Chinese CCs using the Google
achine translation system.

Table 6 – Example 1: Raw Chinese CC, translations and classific

Translation method Translation outcome

Raw Chinese CC: (verbatim translation: whole body
MIM Soreness, sore throat
Bilingual Dictionary Ache, today early begin
Google Translation General soreness sore throat this morning b
Table 5 summarizes performance comparison between
MIM and Bilingual Dictionary. In general, MIM performs much
better than Bilingual Dictionary in terms of PPV, sensitivity
specificity, F and F2 measures. Most of the performance differ-
ence is significant at a 99% confidence level. Note that Bilingual
Dictionary has zero sensitivity in fever syndrome. The reason

behind the low performance is because fever was translated
to “have a high temperature” by the definition of the bilingual
dictionary. The BioPortal CC classifier failed to recognize the
phrase as related to fever syndrome. A review of individual

ation results

Syndrome outcome Gold standard

soreness and sore throat. began this morning).
UPPER RESP, RESP CONST, RESP, UPPER RESP

UNKNOWN
efore. UPPER RESP, RESP
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Table 7 – Example 2: Raw Chinese CC, translations and classification results

Translation method Translation outcome Syndrome outcome Gold standard

Raw Chinese CC: (verbatim translation: vomiting. began this evening).
MIM Vomiting GI GI

in
Bilingual Dictionary To spit, in the evening beg
Google Translations Spit at the beginning

translated CC records indicated that there was a gap between
the terms covered by the bilingual dictionary and the terms
that were commonly seen in our Chinese CC dataset.

6.4.2. Examples
A few examples may help us understand the performance dif-
ference among these translation methods. Table 6 provides an
example of the input and output of the syndromic classifica-
tion system. The raw Chinese CC “
(verbatim translation: whole body soreness and sore throat.
began this morning)” has two important keywords: soreness
and sore throat. The MIM method caught both keywords.
Google translated the CC as “general soreness sore throat this
morning before,” which was accurate. The translation result
from Bilingual Dictionary, nevertheless, failed to provide any
meaningful information for syndromic surveillance. As men-
tioned above, the major reason behind the poor translation
results of Bilingual Dictionary was the lack of medically related
terminologies in the dictionary collection.

Another example can be found in Table 7. The raw Chi-
nese CC “ (verbatim translation: vomiting. began
this evening)” contains symptoms related to gastrointestinal
syndrome. The MIM method did a better job by giving the
translation “vomiting.” Google translated it as “spit at the
beginning,” which is incorrect. Surprisingly, the translation of
Bilingual Dictionary was very similar to that of Google. The
poor performance of Google may be due to the concise nature
of CCs. There is no context for the machine translation system
to disambiguate “ ” as vomiting instead of spit.

Finally, in Table 8, the Chinese CC “ (ver-
batim translation: fever and dyspnea. began yesterday)” is
related to fever and respiratory syndrome. The MIM method
gave a correct translation while the Bilingual Dictionary trans-
lated “ (gasping)” and “ (fever)” as “to gasp” and “have
a high temperature.” “to gasp” is recognized by the BioPortal
CC classifier as related to respiratory syndrome. But “have a
high temperature” could not be linked to fever syndrome in
subsequent processing. The Bilingual Dictionary indeed had

“have a fever” as its second translation. However, there was
no simple way to decide when other translations instead of
the first one should be used ex ante. Google Language Tool
provided the correct translation for fever but gave “surge” as

Table 8 – Example 3: Raw Chinese CC, translations and classific

Translation method Translation outcome

Raw Chinese CC: (verbatim translation: fever and dyspnea
MIM Fever, dyspnea
Bilingual Dictionary Yesterday begin have a high temperature
Google Translation Surge began yesterday fever
UNKNOWN
UNKNOWN

the translation for “ (gasping).” The translation for “ (gasp-
ing)” was wrong and we could not find any relation between
the translated term “surge” and the original Chinese expres-
sion. A possible explanation is that the training dataset for
Google translation system did not include documents in med-
ical context and thus it has problem providing high quality
medical translation.

The above examples help confirm the discussion about the
shortcomings of bilingual dictionary and machine translation
approaches for multilingual syndromic classification in our lit-
erature review. Bilingual dictionaries often lack terminologies
that are commonly seen in Chinese CCs. Machine transla-
tion performs better but may provide translations that are
meaningless in medical context. The proposed MIM method
constructs terminologies bottom-up using a statistical pat-
tern extracting method thus can provide the best translation
results for Chinese CCs.

7. Conclusions and future directions

We studied the importance of Chinese CCs and the
feasibility of extending an existing English-based CC clas-
sification system for Chinese syndromic surveillance. From
our empirical study based on about one million CC records,
the prevalence of Chinese CC is about 25% and more
than half of Chinese phrases appeared in CC records are
symptom-related.

We used a statistical pattern extraction method based on
the mutual information to extract important phrases from
Chinese CCs and constructed mappings to English. The UMLS-
based BioPortal CC classifier, which was designed to process
CCs in English, was used to process translated CCs. We
compared the syndrome classification performance of the
proposed translation method with those using the machine
translation system provided by the Google Language Tool
and a bilingual dictionary. Compared to Google Translation,
our approach delivered significantly higher PPV, sensitivity,

specificity, F measure, and F2 measure for most syndromic cat-
egories. We found similar results in the comparison between
our approach and the translations provided by the bilingual
dictionary.

ation results

Syndrome outcome Gold standard

. began yesterday)
RESP, LRESP, FEVER, CONST RESP,

LRESP,
FEVER

, to gasp LRESP, RESP
FEVER, CONST
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Summary points

What was already known in this field?

• Emergency department free-text chief complaints are
an important data source for syndromic surveillance.

• Free-text chief complaints need to be classified into
syndrome categories to facilitate subsequent aggrega-
tion and analysis.

• Chief complaint classification for English has been
widely studied and can deliver reasonable perfor-
mance.

What this study has added to our knowledge?

• Chinese chief complaint records contain useful
syndrome-related information.

• Symptom-related information in Chinese can be effec-
tively extracted and translated into English using a
small set of key phrases.

• Chinese chief complaints can be successfully classified
by adding a translation module to an existing English
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Taiwan–aberration detection methods, epidemiological
chief complaint classifier.

The observed superior performance of our proposed
hinese-English mapping approach indicates that the 470 key
hrases extracted from about one million Chinese CCs could
over common triage usage. We believe that with a more
omprehensive study of Chinese CC records, a set of stan-
ardized vocabulary could be constructed and our approach
an be adopted in real-world applications. We do caution
hat languages are constantly evolving. Periodic reviews of
xtracted key phrases would be necessary to ensure inclusion
f new phases.

The syndrome definitions used in this study only cover
hose mostly commonly used by public health practitioners
n Taiwan. We are currently working on identifying other
seful syndromes and developing proper training and test-

ng data. We also plan to extend our MIM-based approach
nd develop an approach that can be flexible enough for
nternational public health situational awareness. In addi-
ion to technical research, we are currently working with
elected hospitals in Taipei to operationalize and validate
ur multilingual BioPortal system for syndromic surveillance.
e expect that running the Chinese CC classification system

n real-world settings (use original phrases) will validate of
ur ideas and offer new technical insights to motive further
esearch.
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